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Abstract
We present a new autoencoder-type architecture,
that is trainable in an unsupervised mode, sustains both generation and inference, and has the
quality of conditional and unconditional samples
boosted by adversarial learning. Unlike previous hybrids of autoencoders and adversarial networks, the adversarial game in our approach is
set up directly between the encoder and the generator, and no external mappings are trained in
the process of learning. The game objective compares the divergences of each of the real and
the generated data distributions with the canonical distribution in the latent space. We show
that direct generator-vs-encoder game leads to a
tight coupling of the two components, resulting
in samples and reconstructions of a comparable
quality to some recently-proposed more complex
architectures.

1. Introduction
Deep architectures such as autoencoders (Bengio, 2009)
and their variational counterparts (VAE) (Rezende et al.,
2014; Kingma & Welling, 2013) can learn in an unsupervised manner a bidirectional mapping between data characterised by a complex distribution, such as natural images,
and a much simpler latent space. Sampling an image reduces then to drawing a sample in the latent space, which is
easy, and then mapping the latter to a data sample by applying the learned generator function to it. Unfortunately, the
perceptual quality of the generated samples remains relatively low. This is usually not a limitation of the neural network per-se, but rather of the simplistic loss functions used
to train it. In particular, simple losses are unable to properly
account for reconstruction ambiguities and result in blurry
samples (regression to the mean). By contrast, Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014)
can learn complex loss functions as a part of the learning
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Source code is available at
https://github.com/DmitryUlyanov/AGE

process, which allows them to generate better quality samples.
A disadvantage of GANs compared to autoencoders is that,
in their original form, they are unidirectional: a GAN can
only generate a data sample from a latent space sample,
but it cannot reverse this mapping. By contrast, in autoencoders this inference process is carried by the encoder function, which is learned together with the generator function
as part of the model. Therefore, there has been some interest in developing architectures that support both sampling
and inference like autoencoders, while producing samples
of quality comparable to GAN. For example, the adversarial autoencoders of (Makhzani et al., 2015) augment autoencoders with adversarial discriminators encouraging the
alignment of distributions in the latent space, but the quality of the generated samples does not always match GANs.
The approach (Larsen et al., 2015) adds instead an adversarial loss to the reconstruction loss of the variational autoencoder, with a sensible improvement in the quality of the
samples. The method of (Zhu et al., 2016) starts by learning the decoder function as in GAN, and then learns a corresponding encoder post-hoc. The adversarially-learned inference (ALI) approach, simultaneously proposed by (Donahue et al., 2016; Dumoulin et al., 2016), consider parallel
learning of encoders and generators, whereas the distribution of their input-output pairs are matched by an external
discriminator.
All such approaches (Makhzani et al., 2015; Larsen et al.,
2015; Donahue et al., 2016; Dumoulin et al., 2016) add to
the encoder (or inference network) and decoder (or generator) modules a discriminator module, namely an external
classifier whose goal is to align certain distributions in the
latent or data space, or both.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for training
encoder-generator pairs that uses an adversarial game between the encoder and the generator, without the need
to add an external discriminator. Our architecture, called
Adversarial Generator-Encoder Network (AGE Network),
thus consists of only two feed-forward mappings (the encoder and the generator). At the same time, AGE uses adversarial training to optimize the quality of the generated
samples by matching their higher-level statistics to those of
real data samples. Crucially, we demonstrate that it is possible to use the encoder itself to extract the required statis-
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tics.
Adversarial training in AGE works as follows. First, the
encoder is used to map both real and generated data samples to the latent space, inducing in this space two empirical data distributions. Since the aim of learning is to make
generated and real data statistically indistinguishable, the
the generator is required to make these two latent distributions identical. At the same time, the (adversarial) goal of
the encoder is to construct a latent space where any statistical difference that can be discovered between the real and
generated data is emphasized.
Importantly, AGE compares the latent distributions indirectly, by measuring their divergence to a reference canonical distribution (e.g. an i.i.d. uniform or normal vector).
The evaluation of the game objective thus requires estimation of a divergence between distributions represented
by sets of samples and an “easy” tractable distribution, for
which we use a simple parametric or non-parametric estimator. The encoder is required to push the divergence of
the real data down, a goal shared with VAE which makes
the distribution of real data in latent space a simple one.
The generator is also required to push down the divergence
of the latent distribution corresponding to the generated
data; in this manner, the latent statistics of real and generated data is encouraged to match. However, adversarially,
the encoder is also encouraged to maximise the divergence
of the generated data.
The AGE adversarial game has a learning objective that
is quite different from the objectives used by existing adversarial training approaches. Since our goal is to avoid
introducing a discriminator function, this is partly out of
necessity, since neither generator nor encoder can be used
as binary classifiers. Furthermore, introducing a binary
classifier that classifies individual samples as generated or
real has known pitfalls such as mode collapse (Goodfellow,
2017); instead, the discriminator should look at the statistics of multiple samples (Salimans et al., 2016). Our approach does so by means of a new multi-sample objective
for adversarial training.
As we show in the experiments, adversarial training with
the new objective is able to learn generators that produces
high-quality samples even without reconstruction losses.
Our new game objective can thus be used for stand-alone
adversarial learning. Our approach is evaluated on a number of standard datasets. We include comparisons with the
adversarially-learned inference (ALI) system of (Dumoulin
et al., 2016) as well as the base generative adversarial architecture (Radford et al., 2015). We show that, for many
different datasets, AGE networks achieve comparable or
better sampling and reconstruction quality than such alternatives.
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Figure 1. Our model (AGE network) has only two components:
the generator g and the encoder e. The learning process adjusts
their parameters in order to align a simple distribution Z in the
latent space and the data distribution X. This is done by adversarial training, as updates for the generator aim to minimize the
divergence between e(g(Z)) and Z (aligning green with gray),
while updates for the encoder aim to minimize the divergence between e(X) (aligning blue with gray) and to maximize the divergence between e(g(Z)) and Z (shrink green “away” from gray).
We demonstrate that such adversarial learning gives rise to highquality generators that result in the close match between the real
distribution X and the generated distribution g(Z). Our learning
can also incorporate reconstruction losses to ensure that encodergenerator acts as autoencoder (section 2.2).

A note about notation: To ease the notation for a distribution Y and a deterministic mapping f , we use the shorthand
f (Y ) to denote the distribution associated with the random
variable f (y), y ∼ Y .

2. Adversarial Generator-Encoder Networks
Adversarial Generator-Encoder (AGE) networks are composed of two parametric mappings that go in reverse directions between the data space X and the latent space Z.
The encoder eψ (x) with the learnable parameters ψ maps
data space to latent space, while the generator gθ (z) with
the learnable parameters θ maps latent space to data space.
The goal of the training process for AGE is to align a real
data distribution X with a “fake” distribution gθ (Z) and establish a reciprocal correspondence between X and Z at the
sample level. The real data distribution X is represented by
a sufficiently large number N of samples {x1 , x2 , ...xN }
that follow this distribution; in the latent space, a simple
distribution Z is chosen, from which samples can be drawn
easily. The training process corresponds to the tuning of the
parameter sets ψ and θ. The process combines adversarial
learning with the traditional minimization of reconstruction
errors in both spaces.
The simple form of the distribution Z allows unconditional feed-forward sampling from the data distribution using AGE networks by sampling z ∼ Z and computing
x = gθ (z), exactly as it is done by sampling from a generator in GANs. In our experiments, we pick the latent
space Z to be an M -dimensional sphere SM , and the latent distribution to be a uniform distribution on that sphere
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Z = Uniform(SM ). We have also conducted some experiments with the unit Gaussian distribution in the Euclidean
space and have obtained results comparable in quality.
In section 2.1 we introduce a game objective for which each
saddle g delivers alignment g(Z) = X. We then augments
it with additional terms that encourage the reciprocity of e
and g in section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes the details of the
learning process for the introduced game.
2.1. Adversarial distribution alignment
The conventional approach to aligning two distributions is
implemented in existing GAN-based systems via an adversarial game based around ratio estimation (Goodfellow
et al., 2014). The ratio estimation is performed by repeated
fitting of the binary classifier that distinguishes between the
two distributions (corresponding to real and generated samples). Here, we propose an alternative approach avoiding
some of the pitfalls of the conventional GANs such as mode
collapse.
Our primary goal is to find generators that produce distributions in the data space g(Z) that are close to the true
data distribution X. However, direct matching of the distributions in a high-dimensional data space can be very
challenging, thus we would like to limit ourself to comparing only distributions defined in the latent space. In the
following derivations, we therefore introduce a divergence
measure ∆(P kQ) between distributions defined in the latent space Z. We only require this divergence to be nonnegative and zero if and only if the distributions are identical ∆(P kQ) = 0 ⇐⇒ P = Q (triangle inequality and
symmetry property should not necessarily hold). An encoder e maps distributions X and g(Z) in the latent space
to the distributions e(X) and e(g(Z)) in the latent space.
Below, we show how to design an adversarial game between e and g that ensures the alignment of g(Z) = X
in the data space, while only evaluating divergences in the
latent space.
In the theoretical analysis below, we assume that considered encoders and decoders span the class of all measurable mappings between the corresponding spaces. Such
assumption (often referred to as non-parametric limit) is
justified by universality of neural networks (Hornik et al.,
1989). We further make an assumption that there exists at
least one “perfect” generator that matches the data distribution, i.e. ∃g0 : g0 (Z) = X.
We start by considering a simple game with objective defined as:
max min V1 (g, e) = ∆( e(g(Z))ke(X) ) .
e

g

(1)

As the following theorem shows, perfect generators form
saddle points (Nash equilibria) of the game (1) and all sad-

dle points of the game (1) are based on perfect generators.
Theorem 1. A pair (g ∗ , e∗ ) forms a saddle point of the
game (1) if and only if the generator g ∗ matches the data
distribution, i.e. g ∗ (Z) = X.
The proof of the theorem is given in the appendix.
While the game (1) is sufficient for aligning distributions
in the data space, finding its saddle points is complicated
by the need to compare the two general-form distributions
given in the form of samples. This is aided by redesigning
the game as follows:
max min V2 (g, e) = ∆(e(g(Z))kY ) − ∆(e(X)kY ). (2)
e

g

Here Y is a fixed distribution in the latent space. Importantly, as the following theorem demonstrates, the new
game still retains the connection between generators that
align fake and real distributions and saddle points.
Theorem 2. If a pair (g ∗ , e∗ ) is a saddle point of game
(2) then the generator g ∗ matches the data distribution, i.e.
g ∗ (Z) = X. Conversely, if the generator g ∗ matches the
data distribution, then for some e∗ the pair (g ∗ , e∗ ) is a
saddle point of (2).
The proof is given in the appendix.
The important benefit of the new game formulation (2) is
that the model distributions e(g(Z)) and e(X) are now
compared with a fixed Y . By picking Y suitably, we can
ensure that the new divergence evaluations are more stable
than a direct comparison ∆( e(g(Z))ke(X) ), as distributions e(g(Z)) and e(X) are defined implicitly (we do not
have access to the distributions directly, but can only sample from them).
Conveniently, one can pick the target distribution Y to coincide with the “canonical”(source) distribution Z, and we
do so in all our experiments and further derivations. With
Y = Z the game objective (2) can be upgraded with reconstruction losses and permits convenient stochastic approximation as described in section 2.3.
One could also interpret the game (2) as the comparison
between the two distributions in the data space via comparison of certain statistics extracted by the encoders. Similarly to conventional GANs, these statistics are not fixed
but evolve in the process of the game. In our approach the
statistics have the form F (Q) = ∆(e(Q)kY ) for a given
distribution Q in the data space and a fixed distribution Y
in the latent space. The statistics thus map a data space
distribution into the latent space and then measure its divergence with the distribution Y .
We note that even away from the saddle point, the minimization ming V2 (g, e) for some fixed e does not have a
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(a) Real

(b) DCGAN

(c) Ours (game 2)

(d) Ours (full)

Figure 2. We compare CIFAR10 samples from DCGAN (Radford et al., 2015) (b) to the samples generated using our ablated model
trained without reconstruction terms in (). The model, trained with the reconstruction terms is still able to produce diverse samples (d),
but also allows inference (Figure 3).

The sample-level reciprocity can be measured either in the
latent space or in the data space. This gives rise to the two
loss functions:

LX (gθ , eψ ) = Ex∼X kx − gθ eψ (x) k2 ,
(3)
 2
LZ (gθ , eψ ) = Ez∼Z kz − eψ gθ (z) k .
(4)

(a) Ours.

(b) ALI (Dumoulin et al., 2016).

Figure 3. Comparison in reconstruction quality to ALI (Dumoulin
et al., 2016) for the CIFAR10 dataset. For both figures real examples are shown in odd columns and their reconstructions are
shown in the even columns. The real examples come from test set
and were never observed by the model during training.

collapsing tendency for many reasonable divergences (e.g.
KL-divergence). Indeed, any collapsed distribution would
inevitably lead to a very high value of the first term in (2).
Thus, unlike GANs, our approach can optimize the generator for a fixed adversary till convergence and obtain nondegenerate solution. On the other hand, the maximization
maxe V2 (g, e) for some fixed g can lead to +∞ score for
some divergences.
2.2. Reconstruction losses
While the previous derivation demonstrates that X and
g(Z) can get aligned by adversarial learning, such alignment does not necessarily entails reciprocity of the e and g
mappings at the level of individual samples. Such samplelevel reciprocity is not needed if we only need highlyrealistic samples from the generator, however it is desirable
if good reconstructions from the composition of encoder
and generator are sought.

Both losses (3) and (4) thus measure the reconstruction error and their minimization ensures the reciprocity of the
two mappings. The loss (3) is the traditional loss used
within autoencoders.
As we aim to improve game (2), we may want to understand if both losses (3) and (4) should be used or one of
them would be sufficient in theory. The answer is given by
the following statement:
Theorem 3. Let the two distributions W and Q be
aligned by the mapping
 f (i.e. f (W ) = Q) and let
Ew∼W kw − h f (w) k2 = 0. Then, for w ∼ W and
q ∼ Q, we have w = h(f (w)) and q = f (h(q)) almost
certainly, i.e. the mappings f and h invert each other almost everywhere on the supports of W and Q. More, Q is
aligned with W by h: h(Q) = W .
The proof is given in the appendix.
Recall that theorem 2 establishes that the solution (saddle
point) of game (2) aligns distributions in the data space.
Then, following theorem 3, adding the latent space loss (4)
to the objective (2) is sufficient to ensure reciprocity.
2.3. Training AGE networks
Based on the theoretical analysis derived in the previous
subsections, we now suggest the approach to the joint training of the generator in the encoder within the AGE networks. As in the case of GAN training, we set up the learning process for an AGE network as a game with the iterative
updates over the parameters θ and ψ that are driven by the
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optimization of different objectives. In general, the optimization process combines the maximin game for the functional (2) with the optimization of the reciprocity losses (3)
and (4).
In particular, we use the following game objectives for the
generator and the encoder:

θ̂ = arg min V2 (gθ , eψ̄ ) + λLZ (gθ , eψ̄ )) ,
(5)

accordingly, expanding the last layer output to M dimensions. We also replace the sigmoid at the end with the normalization layer which projects the points onto the sphere.
Divergence measure: We use the following expression to
measure the divergence between a distribution Q in the latent space and the distribution Z (which is the uniform distribution on the M -dimensional sphere SM ):

θ

ψ̂ = arg max (V2 (gθ̄ , eψ ) − µLX (gθ̄ , eψ ))) ,
ψ

(6)

where ψ̄ and θ̄ denote the value of the encoder and generator parameters at the moment of the optimization and λ, µ
is a user-defined parameter. Note that both objectives (5),
(6) include only one of the reconstruction losses. Specifically the generator objective includes only the latent space
reconstruction loss. In the experiments, we found that the
omission of the other reconstruction loss (in the data space)
is important to avoid possible blurring of the generator outputs that is characteristic to autoencoders. Similarly to
GANs in (5), (6) we perform only several steps toward optimum at each iteration, thus alternating between generator
and encoder updates.
By maximizing the difference between ∆(eψ (gθ̄ (Z))kZ)
and ∆(eψ (X)kZ), the optimization process (6) focuses on
the maximization of the mismatch between the real data
distribution X and the distribution of the samples from the
generator gθ̄ (Z). Informally speaking, the optimization (6)
forces the encoder to find the mapping that aligns real data
distribution X with the target distribution Z, while mapping non-real (synthesized data) g(Z) away from Z. When
Z is a uniform distribution on a sphere, the goal of the encoder would be to uniformly spread the real data over the
sphere, while cramping as much of synthesized data as possible together
 assuring non-uniformity of the distribution
eψ gθ̄ (Z) .
Any differences (misalignment) between the two distributions are thus amplified by the optimization process (6) and
forces the optimization process (5) to focus specifically on
removing these differences. Since the misalignment between X and g(Z) is measured after projecting the two
distributions into the latent space, the maximization of this
misalignment makes the encoder to compute features that
distinguish the two distributions.

3. Experiments
3.1. Implementation details
Network architectures: In our experiments the generator
and the encoder networks have a similar structure to the
generator and the discriminator in DCGAN (Radford et al.,
2015). As our encoder should produce a vector instead of
a single number we modify the DCGAN’s discriminator

∆(QkU (SM )) = KL(QkN (0, I)) − C .

(7)

Here, N (0, I) is the zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution in the embedding space RM , and the constant C
equals C = KL(U (SM )kN (0, I)). Since the uniform distribution on the sphere minimizes the KL-divergence with
the unit Gaussian out of all distributions on the sphere, the
expression (7) is valid (is non-negative, and equals zero
only for Q = Z).
To measure the value KL(QkN (0, I)) for a mini-batch
of examples, we used a parametric estimator, where a
Gaussian in the embedded space is fitted to the minibatch and the KL-divergence between Gaussians is computed analytically. Having a set of M dimensional
samples qi ∼Q, i = 1, . .P
. , N with a componentN
wise mean m: mj = N1 i=1 qij and variance s:
P
N
sj = N1 i=1 (qij − mj )2 , the KL-divergence is approximated with:
M

KL(Y kN (0, I)) ≈ −

M X s2j + m2j
+
− log(sj ) . (8)
2
2
j=1

We tried both the parametric version from above and the
non-parametric version based on Kozachenko-Leonenko
estimator (Kozachenko & Leonenko, 1987). Both versions
worked equally well, and we used a simpler parametric estimator in the presented experiments.
Controlling the training process: while training the models we ensure that the generator’s latent distribution stays
as close to uniform on the sphere as possible. It is easiest
to examine component-wise mean and variance of e(g(Z))
for that purpose, as the mean should stay close to zero while
variance should be approximately 1/ dim(Z).
Hyper-parameters: We use ADAM (Kingma & Ba, 2014)
optimizer with the learning rate of 0.0002. We perform two
generator updates per one encoder update for all datasets.
For each dataset we tried λ ∈ {500, 1000, 2000} and
picked the best one. We ended up using µ = 10 for all
datasets. The dimensionality M of the latent space was
manually set according to the complexity of the dataset.
We thus used M = 10 for MNIST, M = 64 for CelebA
and SVHN datasets, and M = 128 for the most complex
datasets of Tiny ImageNet and CIFAR.
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(a) Real images.

(b) Ours (samples).

(c) Ours reconstructions.

(d) ALI reconstructions.

Figure 4. Samples (b) and reconstructions (c) for Tiny ImageNet dataset (top) and SVHN dataset (bottom). The results of ALI (Dumoulin et al., 2016) on the same datasets are shown in (d). In (c,d) odd columns show real examples and even columns show their
reconstructions. Qualitatively, our method seems to obtain more accurate reconstructions than ALI (Dumoulin et al., 2016), especially
on the Tiny ImageNet dataset, while having samples of similar visual quality.

Following the best practices1 we construct different minibatches for the real and fake data, which improved convergence.
Efficiency: For all datasets except Tiny ImageNet we train
our models for about two hours on TITAN X Maxwell GPU
while Tiny ImageNet model was trained for 6 hours. To the
best of our knowledge it is considerably faster than (Dumoulin et al., 2016), which takes more than 8 hours to train
on CelebA database.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Real examples (a) and samples (b) from our model
trained on CelebA dataset.

3.2. Results
To evaluate our model, we provide a large number of samples for different datasets. All samples were drawn randomly (without replacement), while the results for (Dumoulin et al., 2016) are either reproduced with their code
or copied from their paper.
We start by showing that the generated data distribution
becomes aligned with the data distribution by using the
proposed adversarial alignment procedure without the reconstruction losses. Figure 2 compares a DCGAN output (Radford et al., 2015)2 to the proposed model trained

Figure 6. Latent space interpolation between two images from
CelebA dataset. The original images are presented on the two
sides.

1

https://github.com/soumith/ganhacks
We used PyTorch implementation from https:
//github.com/pytorch/examples/tree/master/
dcgan
2
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Figure 7. Reconstruction quality comparison of our method with ALI (Dumoulin et al., 2016) and VAE (Kingma & Welling, 2013).
The first column in each set shows examples from the test set of CelebA dataset. In the other columns the reconstructions for different
methods are presented: column two for ours method, three for ALI and four for VAE.

using adversarial distribution alignment loss alone. The
samples from our model turn out to be diverse and visually resemble DCGAN’s in quality and diversity. While the
samples are comparable, our model can be augmented with
the reconstruction enabling inference without harming the
generation quality Figure 2(d).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8. Samples (a) and reconstructions (b) for the MNIST
dataset. In (b) odd columns show real examples and even columns
show their reconstructions. In (c) we show a simple example of
restoration with our model. The corrupted images (first row) are
mapped to the latent space by the encoder and are then decoded
with the generator (second row).

We further test the reconstruction capabilities of the model
on the standard datasets, presenting randomly sampled reconstruction examples alongside the results of (Dumoulin
et al., 2016) for some of the datasets. The following datasets are considered: MNIST (LeCun & Cortes,
2010), CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009), Tiny ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015), CelebA faces (Liu et al.,
2015), SVHN (Netzer et al., 2011) (Figures 3, 4, 8, 7, 5).
Since our model uses the reconstruction loss in the image
space we used holdout or test images for evaluation. We
observe that our model captures color and shape, while preserving sharp edges. Similarly to (Dumoulin et al., 2016)
the person identity may be completely changed when reconstructing CelebA samples, however overall our reconstructions seem to have higher fidelity to the input than
in the case of (Dumoulin et al., 2016) across a number of
datasets. For the MNIST dataset in Figure 8, we show a
simple restoration example, which highlights the resilience
of the encoder to severe degradations.
As discussed above, the generator in our method is never
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supervised by the reconstruction loss (3), which is used
solely for the encoder updates. To demonstrate the effect of
the data reconstruction loss, we show the results obtained
with a model trained with this loss being used by the generator updates Figure 9. As expected, the reconstructions
become blurry, as if they were produced using (variational)
autoencoder.
Our model can be further validated for overfitting by examining walks in its latent space. We followed a standard approach sampling pairs of examples x1 , x2 from a
CelebA holdout dataset and obtaining their latent representations z1 = e(x1 ), z2 = e(x2 ). We then move along
the sphere interpolating between the latent codes and decoding the resulting representations with the generator. We
observe (Figure 6) smooth interpolation with every intermediate image being plausible, which can serve as an indicator that the model does not suffer from strong overfitting
to the train set.
Semi-supervised learning: finally, similarly to (Dumoulin
et al., 2016; Donahue et al., 2016; Radford et al., 2015) we
investigated whether the learned features are useful for discriminative tasks. We reproduced the evaluation pipeline
from (Dumoulin et al., 2016) for SVHN dataset and obtained 23.7% error rate in the unsupervised feature learning
protocol with our model, while their result is 19.14%. At
the moment, it is unclear to us why AGE networks underperform ALI at this task.

Figure 9. While we do not use data space reconstruction loss (3)
to update generator during training, we found using it immediately leads to blurry, autoencoder-like results. These results are
presented at this figure: odd columns correspond to real images
and even to reconstructions.

on distances to other samples in the batch into the individual sample feature descriptor. Interestingly, our method can
also uses pairwise distances in a batch for the estimation of
the divergences.
Another avenue for improving the stability of GANs is
the replacement of the classifying discriminator with the
regression-based one as in energy-based GANs (Zhao et al.,
2016) and Wasserstein GANs (Arjovsky et al., 2017). Our
statistics (the divergence from the canonical distribution)
can be seen as a very special form of regression. In this
way, the encoder in our architecture can be seen as a discriminator computing a single number similarly to how it
is done in (Zhao et al., 2016; Arjovsky et al., 2017).

4. Related work
As discussed in the introduction, joint learning of inference
and generation is a hot topic of research. The methods
that combine adversarial training with such simultaneous
training, include approaches adversarially learned inference (adversarial feature learning) (Dumoulin et al., 2016;
Donahue et al., 2016), the approach (Larsen et al., 2015),
and adversarial autoencoders (Makhzani et al., 2015). Arguably, our approach has more similarity with (Dumoulin
et al., 2016; Donahue et al., 2016), as in their case, the
alignment involves the latent space distribution, and the
generators are also involved into the adversarial learning
game. Also, (Dumoulin et al., 2016) provides most extensive evaluation for the image sampling and reconstruction
process, hence we make their method our main reference
for comparisons.
Perhaps, the main novelty of our architecture is the new
game objective for adversarial learning that is computed at
batch level (rather than for individual samples). Recently,
(Salimans et al., 2016) proposed to use batch-level information for adversarial training was first proposed in to prevent
mode collapse. Their discriminator still performs individual sample classification, but admixes the descriptor based

5. Conclusion
We have introduced a new approach for simultaneous learning of generation and inference networks from unlabeled
data. Crucially, we have demonstrated how to set up such
learning as an adversarial game between generation and inference, which has a different type of objective from traditional GAN approaches. In particular the objective of the
game considers divergences between distributions rather
than discrimination at the level of individual samples. As
a consequence, the game process is resilient to the collapse
of the generator (although its adversary, the encoder, can
collapse in some parts of the data space with low real data
probability).
We demonstrate that on a range of standard datasets, the
generators obtained by our approach provides high-quality
samples, and that the reconstrunctions of real data samples
passed subsequently through the encoder and the generator
are of better fidelity than in (Dumoulin et al., 2016).
Our approach leaves a lot of room for further experiments.
In particular, a more complex latent space distribution can
be chosen as in (Makhzani et al., 2015), and other divergence measures between distributions can be easily tried.
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A. Appendix
Let X and Z be distributions defined in the data and the
latent spaces X , Z correspondingly. We assume X and Z
are such, that there exists an invertible almost everywhere
function e which transforms the latent distribution into the
data one g(Z) = X. This assumption is weak, since for
every atomless (i.e. no single point carries a positive mass)
distributions X, Z such invertible function exists. For a detailed discussion on this topic please refer to (Villani, 2008;
Marzouk et al., 2016). Since Z is up to our choice simply
setting it to Gaussian distribution (for Z = RM ) or uniform
on sphere for (Z = SM ) is good enough.
Lemma A.1. Let X and Y to be two distributions defined
in the same space. The distributions are equal X = Y
if and only if e(X) = e(Y ) holds for for any measurable
function e : X → Z.

Proof. From definition of X-almost everywhere invertibility follows PX (A) = PX (e−1 (e(A))) for any set A ∈ FX .
Then:
PX (A) = PX (e−1 (e(A))) = Pe(X) (e(A)) =
= Pe(g(Z)) (e(A)) = Pg(Z) (A).
Comparing the expressions on the sides we conclude
g(Z) = X.

Theorem 2. Let Y to be any fixed distribution in the latent
space. Consider a game
max min V2 (g, e) = ∆(e(g(Z))kY ) − ∆(e(X)kY ) .
e

g

(10)
∗

Proof. It is obvious, that if X = Y then e(X) = e(Y ) for
any measurable function e.
Now let e(X) = e(Y ) for any measurable e. To show that
X = Y we will assume converse: X 6= Y . Then there
exists a set B ∈ FX , such that 0 < PX (B) 6= PY (B)
and a function e, such that corresponding set C = e(B)
has B as its preimage B = e−1 (C). Then we have
PX (B) = Pe(X) (C) = Pe(Y ) (C) = PY (B), which contradicts with the previous assumption.
Lemma A.2. Let (g 0 , e0 ) and (g ∗ , e∗ ) to be two different Nash equilibria in a game ming maxe V (g, e). Then
V (g, e) = V (g 0 , e0 ).

∗

If the pair (g , e ) is a Nash equilibrium of game (10) then
g ∗ (Z) ∼ X. Conversely, if the fake and real distributions
are aligned g ∗ (Z) ∼ X then (g ∗ , e∗ ) is a saddle point for
some e∗ .
Proof.
• As for a generator which aligns distributions
g(Z) = X: V2 (g, e) = 0 for any e we conclude by
A.2 that the optimal game value is V2 (g ∗ , e∗ ) = 0.
For an optimal pair (g ∗ , e∗ ) and arbitrary e0 from the
definition of equilibrium:
0 = ∆(e∗ (g ∗ (Z))kY ) − ∆(e∗ (X)kY ) ≥
≥ ∆(e0 (g ∗ (Z))kY ) − ∆(e0 (X)kY ) .

(11)

Proof. See chapter 2 of (Owen, 1982).
Theorem 1. For a game
max min V1 (g, e) = ∆( e(g(Z))ke(X) )
e

g

(9)

(g ∗ , e∗ ) is a saddle point of (9) if and only if g ∗ is such that
g ∗ (Z) = X.
Proof. First note that V1 (g, e) ≥ 0. Consider g such that
g(Z) = X, then for any e: V1 (g, e) = 0. We conclude that
(g, e) is a saddle point since V1 (g, e) = 0 is a maximum
over e and minimum over g.
Using lemma A.2 for saddle point (g ∗ , e∗ ):
V1 (g ∗ , e∗ ) = 0 = maxe V1 (g ∗ , e), which is only possible
if for all e: V1 (g ∗ , e) = 0 from which immediately follows
g(Z) = X by lemma A.1.
Lemma A.3. Let function e : X → Z be X-almost everywhere invertible, i.e. ∃e−1 : PX ({x 6= e−1 (e(x))}) = 0.
Then if for a mapping g : Z → X holds e(g(Z)) = e(X),
then g(Z) = X.

For invertible almost everywhere encoder e0 such
that ∆(e0 (X)kY ) = 0 the first term is zero
∆(e0 (g ∗ (Z))kY ) = 0 since inequality (11) and then
e0 (g ∗ (Z)) = e0 (X) = Y . Using result of the lemma
A.3 we conclude, that g ∗ (Z) = X.
• If g ∗ (Z) = X then ∀e : e(g ∗ (Z)) = e(X) and
V2 (g ∗ , e∗ ) = V2 (g ∗ , e) = 0 = maxe0 V2 (g ∗ , e0 ).
The corresponding optimal encoder e∗ is such that
g ∗ ∈ arg ming ∆(e∗ (g(Z))kY ).

Note that not for every optimal encoder e∗ the distributions
e∗ (X) and e∗ (g ∗ (Z)) are aligned with Y . For example
if e∗ collapses X into two points then for any distribution X: e∗ (X) = e∗ (g ∗ (Z)) = Bernoulli(p). For the
optimal generator g ∗ the parameter p is such, that for all
other generators g 0 such that e∗ (g 0 (Z)) ∼ Bernoulli(p0 ):
∆(e∗ (g ∗ (Z))kY ) ≤ ∆(e∗ (g 0 (Z))kY ).
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Theorem 3. Let the two distributions W and Q be
aligned by the mapping
 f (i.e. f (W ) = Q) and let
Ew∼W kw − h f (w) k2 = 0. Then, for w ∼ W and
q ∼ Q, we have w = h(f (w)) and q = f (h(q)) almost
certainly, i.e. the mappings f and h invert each other almost everywhere on the supports of W and Q. More, Q is
aligned with W by h: h(Q) = W .

Proof. Since Ew∼W kw − h f (w) k2 = 0, we have
w = h(f (w)) almost certainly for w ∼ W . We can substitute h(f (w)) with w under an expectation over W . Using
this and the fact that f (w) ∼ Q for w ∼ W we derive:


Eq∼Q kq − f h(q) k2 = Ew∼W kf (w) − f h(f (w)) k2 =
= Ew∼W kf (w) − f (w)k2 = 0 .
Thus q = f (h(q)) almost certainly for q ∼ Q.
To show alignment h(Q) = W first recall the definition
of alignment. Distributions are aligned f (W ) = Q iff
∀Q̄ ∈ FQ : PQ (Q̄) = PW (f −1 (Q̄)). Then ∀W̄ ∈ FW
we have
PW (W̄ ) = PW (h(f (W̄ ))) = PW (f −1 (f (W̄ ))) =
= PQ (f (W̄ )) = PQ (h−1 (W̄ )) .
Comparing the expressions on the sides we conclude
h(Q) = W .

